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Cuba Heart Breaker - Eau de
Parfum para mujer, tester 100
ml
Precio unitario 5.90 €

Disponibilidad Disponible

En stock: 30 pcs.

el tiempo de entrega 4-7 días hábiles

Similar Christian Audigier Ed Hardy Women

Descripción
Cuba Heartbreaker Cuba Paris para mujer is a Floral Fruity fragrance para mujer. Cuba Heartbreaker para mujer Top notes are
pink pepper, orange and red currant 
Created as a fragrance para mujer, heartbreaker is decribed as a 'cheerful' and 'flirty' scent. It opens with pink pepper, orange
and red currant. In the middle you will find jasmine and peony. It closes with amber and musk.
Cuba smells of cigar smoke and guava. The rich, earthy smell of cigars assails you as soon as you step off the plane, as
portly airport officials smoke Cuba's finest. The guava takes longer to place. It's juicy, pink flesh and tart taste accompanying
almost every meal.

What is a Perfume Tester ?
Testers are the same original fragrances that you find in full size perfume bottles.
Testers may come in a variety sizes and forms of packing - some come with simple white or brown box with or without a cap
and may be labeled "Demonstration" or "Tester"
the quality of the perfumes themselves are not affected at all and are the same as the one in retail fancy box .
All testers are sold unused, with the entire original quantity in the container.

What Are Perfume Dupes? Perfume dupes are similar-smelling bottles of fragrance with budget friendly price tags. 
The best perfume dupes offer the same (or very similar) array of top, heart, and base notes but are sold under less expensive
brands. 
A good perfume dupe will also offer similar longevity to the original.
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